Revocations, Wards, and Audits

(These Revocations, Wards, and Audits, are the intellectual property of The Lifting and may NOT be used for business purposes, only healings... Thank You!)

(Updated Version #2, as of 02/11/2020)
The Law of One

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I am, and I one with all there is,
I ask only the highest good of all concerned can and will happen.
    I give thanks that this is done.
    And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Souls of Aten Entanglement Ward and Revocation

I, ________________, do hereby revoke any and all ties, bindings, contracts, entanglements, programs, strings, and agreements with the "soul group" known as the "Souls of Aten" in all time streams, dimensions, parallel universes, expressions, rogue expressions, past lives, as well as collapsing and invading timelines.

I am hereby also warded against the "Souls of Aten" in all time streams, dimensions, parallel universes, expressions, rogue expressions, past lives, as well as collapsing and invading timelines.

IT IS FOREVER SO IN ALL MOMENTS AND IN ALL SESSIONS!!!
The Bifurcating Internal Core Memory Timeline Revocation and Audit

I,______________, do hereby revoke all possible bifurcations and subjugations within my very own personal Akashic records. I also ask for an audit of my very own personal Akashic records and sub-records in all possible omniversal circumstances, including bifurcating timelines, sub-universes, parallel universes, collapsing, as well as invading timelines, and rogue expressions.

This here ends the stagnation of timelines for myself within the current present moment, as well as all possible dimensional selves within my dimensional circles.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Contract Revocation: “Subconscious”

I revoke subconscious redundancy
that provides negative thoughts
and physical disharmony not to my highest good.
I wish to return to the zero point.

I am joyous.
I am healthy.
I am my highest good.
If I waver, help me refocus.

So be it, and so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
I hereby ask that True Benevolent Source Creator Energy
revoke all ties, bindings, contracts, entanglement, strings, and
agreements made, seen and unseen, felt and unfelt,
known and unknown.

I ask that all of my dimensions,
seen and unseen, felt and unfelt,
known and unknown,
be forever protected from harm
and that all their soul contracts
be revoked as well.

May "dead man's switches" be
in the hands of ALL whom attack
me or any of my dimensions or
loved one's dimensions.

May my true highest source energy within
remain true and sovereign, and not
quantum entangle with any other soul,
group or place that is not for my highest good!

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Lineage Curse Revocation/Audit

May the ties that bind negativity to the family genome be forever banished from my here and now (0:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000) in all realities, including any and all dimensions, parallel universes, collapsing timelines and invading timeline, quantum fetuses, and any and all rogue expressions that are left that other revocations did not repair.

May my line be forever healed both in ancestry, and within my descendants.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Negative Dragon Ward/Revocation

May the negative versions of the beings that humans know of as dragons or dragon-kind, be forever banished from our homes in this dimension and expression, as well as all others that my dimensional "selves" reside. Be it parallel universes, multidimensional layers, collapsing and invading timelines, and the like.

May all of these expressions be forever protected from harm from these beings, as well as from any other beings that mean harm.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Outside Entity "scanning" Ward and Revocation

Regarding seeing the "Bunny People". 11/22/16 Joanna went to sleep and saw people.

May all of the species that encounter me on their travels through time and space, not "scan" my energy core and cause ill effects to my mental health and mood, physical pain, or cause feelings of oppression.

I hereby revoke any and all permissions I or any of my dimensional "selves", "separated selves", or parallel universal "selves" gave or are currently in the process of giving.

May the species that wish to communicate with me do so filtered through True Benevolent Source energy alone.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Breath Mediation

Find a quiet place within your own space.

Whether or not there are loud sounds or lots of people, find the quiet place within where your soul can speak to you.

Breathe in divine creation, breathe out divine creation.

Breathe divine creation, breathe out all that does not serve you.

Repeat.
The Church and Temple Contract Revocation

I, ____________, do hereby revoke any and all agreements, bindings, and contracts agreed to by entering the doors of "__________" applying, but not limited to, soul traps (also within historic sights and graveyards), soul and etheric energy collectors (also within historic sights and graveyards), and other technologies and symbols that are and have been harmful to me and my soul path.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Sexual Abuse and Negative Sexual Sensations and Perceptions Audit

(For the Repair of the Sacred Masculine and Feminine Akashic repair.)

May the pain of the old days of abuse and mistreatment upon the sacred and softness of feminine skin NOT be felt by myself and all women within the modern day times. May the abusive giants of old be "rewritten" within the song of the residual Akashic memories, all timelines, both invading and collapsing, and may all expressions, including those within parallel universes, also be audited.

May the pain of the old days of abuse and mistreatment upon the perception of the sacred masculine, NOT be felt by myself and all men within the modern day times.

May the abusive amazons of old be "rewritten" within the song of the residual Akashic memories, all timelines, both invading and collapsing, and may all expressions, including those within parallel universes, also be audited.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Collapsing Timelines and Watching Eyes Contract Revocation

May the bindings and agreements
that I have made with both
benevolent beings with conflicting agendas,
as well as, malevolent entities, to watch my every move,
be undone.

The benevolent entities and guides without
conflicting agendas may always protect,
enter my home, and watch, if it is for my
highest good for them to do so.

From timelines other than my own,
as well as my own, may the perceived tacit permissions given
to negative/malevolent beings/entities/aliens or
programmed Humans to watch or harass be hereby
forever revoked and rescinded
in and with every dimensional
"self", as well as, parallel universal
"selves".
May the collapsing timelines that depict negative, as well as hostile outcomes to my current and past lives, be hereby forever revoked and may all of this be done for my highest good.

May the benevolent entities learn that the knowledge they wish to learn from watching me, they can find within themselves and may they hold no more ill effect upon me, though unintentional on the part of benevolence.

May the malevolent entities be forever cast from my sight, both physical sight and psychic sight, and surrounding space and may their usefulness for my path be at an end. And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Disruptive Expression/Disruptive Timeline
Revocation

I, ____________________, hereby revoke
any expressions/timelines that are a disruptive
influence upon my currently existing present moment.

I revoke this in all expressions, timelines, dimensions,
parallel universes and realities, past and future lifetimes,
as well as current moment distractions.

I hereby declare these disruptions abated
as of 0:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000.

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The "Flake" Ward

I hereby protect our/my business from those that were sent by nefarious entities to undermine not only my peace of mind, but to take up the time slot so that a truly in need person/client could not. I ask that our/my True Benevolent Guides and the True Benevolent Source Creator have our backs in this matter.

I ask that this protection be effective in all time streams, all dimensions, all parallel universes, all expressions, collapsing, as well as invading timelines, and from any other expression sent as a harmful recourse to our/my newly forming business.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Inborn and Soulless One Adoration and Attention
Ward and Revocation

May the thought and soul ties that bind us to the
Inborn known as "__________", be forever severed
so that our circumstances DO NOT bind to that of a
failing timeline.

May any and all soulless ones bound to the unseen to us,
be forever filled with a soul directly from the True Benevolent Source Creator,
and may that sever dark ties to us.

We revoke any and all ties to the aforementioned being(s).

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Client Protection Ward

May clients wishing a read with myself or my mother be forever protected from harm and manipulation from negative/malicious beings/entities/aliens or programmed Humans while awaiting their session. May the True Benevolent Guides, as well as True Benevolent Source Creator, protect the appointment so that the date and time DO NOT get tampered with, causing the client to cancel or be persuaded to be a no call, no show.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Future Quantum Entanglement Revocation and Ward

May all that I have entangled with or will entangle
with on a dimensional level, be hereby forever shielded against,
revoked, and rescinded in all expressions, dimensions,
parallel universes, collapsing and invading timelines,
past lives, quantum fetuses, or any realities that do not
serve my highest and greater good.

Be they known or unknown, felt or unfelt, seen or unseen,
be they any and all realities that my soul, dimensional selves,
parallel universal selves, or any other expression where my energy
has called home that is not home to my highest and greater good.

And so it is on this day and time at, 00:00a.m./p.m., 00/0/0000.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Genetic Memory Audit

May all that does not serve my current present moment
locked within my cellular memory be audited by
True Benevolent Source Creator at 0:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000,
and may any attachments such as Djinn and their "lineage curses"
be forever revoked in all expressions, dimensions, parallel universes,
collapsing time lines, invading time lines, and quantum fetuses.
This applies to the audit as well!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The "Good Samaritan" Ward, Revocation, and Audit

May my business life, home life, and meaningful relationships forever not be influenced by those with good co-creative intent geared towards the wrong means and ends, but be helped by those geared towards the correct means and ends for my highest good.

May their heart space forever discern that we are not in need of saving, but are in need basic Human energetic support in times of true hardship and poverty, as well as slow business days, weeks, months, and years.

The “intent geared towards the wrong means and ends”, though very well intentioned, harms my well being and is hereby warded against, revoked, and audited in all dimensions, expressions, alternate universes, collapsing and invading timelines, in all multiversal situations, omniversal situations, and superomniversal situations, as well as within my very own energy field and energy influences.

From this day forward, may these people that feel I have ill intent towards them because of negative influences upon them, be forever at peace within, as well as around them.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!

May we be forever warded from the following intentions.
1. People that feel they need to save our souls.
2. People that feel that we should just give everything away and not charge money or barter our services.
3. People that feel we must work a "normal job" and do psychic and paranormal work on the side.
4. People that feel we need to "just wake up" and work a "normal job".
5. People that are "Inborns" and “Dark Agents”/negative/malicious beings/entities/aliens or programmed Humans that influence others to turn against us, both psychically and physically. This influence can include the aforementioned.
6. People that reiterate that I am burnt out and need a long break.

May all of these influences be warded against, revoked, and audited as of (0:00 a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000).

IT IS FOREVER SO IN ALL MOMENTS AND IN ALL SESSIONS!!!
The Hardship Revocation

I, ____________, hereby revoke all hardships in all dimensions, all expressions, parallel universes, invading, as well as, collapsing time lines, in all multiversal situations, omniversal situations, and superomniversal situations.
(As of 0:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000.)

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Invading Timelines Revocation and Ward

May the invading entities that are from hostile timelines that depict negative, as well as hostile outcomes to my current and past lives, to all of my dimensional selves, to all of my current expressions, quantum fetuses, and any member of my soul family, be hereby forever revoked and warded against.

This applies to all forces seen or unseen, heard or unheard, felt or unfelt, known or unknown!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Missing Spaces Revocation and Ward

May the missing spaces that have now appeared as a result of any and all previous revocations done be filled with only that which is for my current expression's highest good!

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Pain Revocation

May the aches and pains of alternate
dimensional selves, parallel universal selves, or myself
seen and unseen, known and unknown, felt and unfelt,
and from any contracts struck by said sources to accept
this pain, be hereby revoked in the current moment in time.

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Parallel Lover Ward and Revocation

May the sexual promiscuities and sensual bindings from parallel universes and realities, be forever revoked and warded against within my current present moment in time. This assures that my thoughts DO NOT run askew regarding "___________" or any other sexual distraction, connection, or promiscuity, jeopardizing my relationship with "___________" as of (0:00p.m./a.m. 0/00/0000).

IT IS FOREVER SO IN ALL MOMENTS AND IN ALL SESSIONS!!!
The Past, Present, and Future Clone Revocation, Ward, and Audit

I, ___________, do hereby revoke my genetic memory from all clones of myself in all time lines, both collapsing and invading, time bubbles, time fractures, time dilations, temporal schisms, dimensions, expressions, both rogue and fixed, and any other expression holding or withholding my genetic memory or causing interference.

I, ___________, do hereby ward against the misusage of my genetic material taken from me within the forgotten times by "the faceless ones" or any other genetic farming race of negative Galactics.

I, ___________, do hereby audit my very own genetic memory, current present self, and genetic energy soul core. In doing so, I cut all ties to all clones no matter where they are in creation. May their souls find the peace that they could not in this life or any other by passing on into spirit. May they go home again and then rejoin their soul families. May their next expression hold nothing but joy, contentment, and happiness for them.

IT IS FOREVER SO IN ALL MOMENTS AND IN ALL SESSIONS!!!
The Present Self Audit

I, __________, do hereby audit myself as of this current moment in time, 00:00 a.m./p.m., with the supervision of the True Benevolent Source Creator.

This will negate all ill effects to myself in the present expression. I am also auditing the present self for any and all parallel universal selves, dimensional selves, collapsing timeline selves, rogue present selves, detached present selves, quantum fetuses, and all unchecked and unseen current moment present selves. This takes effect immediately, as in what we know of as the past, present, and future all exists as one. Nor does it exist at all!

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Programming Revocation

I, __________, do hereby revoke,
any and all programming installed by the Cabal,
MILAB, SSP, MK ULTRA, or from any dimensional sources,
parallel universes, alternate timelines, collapsing timelines and realities,
or any programming issues that I may have unwittingly agreed to
in haste or in the dream state.

This includes alien abduction events!

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Protection Ward

May all of dark voice and reason
be forever banished to the outer
reaches, out of clear range of
the mind’s perceptions and the
body’s weaknesses.

May all of dark intent see us not,
for I and my loved ones are invisible
to their ill sight and lack of reason.

And may all of dark paths never
be able to enter this house.

All is forgiven, all is loved,
but you may never enter here!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The RA Tone Revocation

I, __________, hereby revoke any connections to the group known as RA, as well as revoke the sound tone known as "RA-UL".

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Reading and Session Ward

May all of my sessions and readings
be clear and concise and without fog or fuzziness or
interference by negative/malicious beings/entities/aliens or programmed Humans
and may my technology never be tampered
with by negative/malicious beings/entities or programmed Humans
bent on disrupting my sessions and endeavors.

May I suffer no retaliatory effects and actions on the part of
any and all negative/malicious beings/entities/aliens or programmed Humans
as a result of conducting my reading(s)/session(s).

May my clients be protected from any and all negative/malicious
beings/entities/aliens or programmed Humans trying to interfere before, during,
and after the read.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Rogue Expression Revocation

May all of the expressions of mine that wander the vastness of the universe, multiverse, omniverse, super omniverse, parallel universes, dimensions, past lives, and collapsing timelines, be hereby audited and revoked and may the True Benevolent Source Creator forever oversee this audit and revocation. Negating any and all negative and ill effects from the aforementioned audit and revocation.

And so it is!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Sexual Circle Memory Audit

I, __________, hereby audit all memories and thoughts that have to do specifically with the Cabal/Illuminatí sexual circles as of 0:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/0000.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Temptation Ward and Revocation/Archon Influences

May the advances of any and all temptations of the flesh and the mind, not of “__________”, created by the beings known as Archons, Dark Ones, Dark Anunnaki, Dark A.I./The Clockmaker, as means of dividing me and “__________”, seen and unseen, felt or unfelt, known or unknown, from any dimension, parallel universe, collapsing timeline, or any other expression of me out there in the vastness of the multiverse, omniverse, or superomniverse, be hereby revoked and warded against and delegated by True Benevolent Source Energy only!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Thought Ward

May the thoughts that I broadcast not call out to any negative entity(ies) just because thoughts of them surface.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Archonian Binary Network Revocation and Ward

I,__________, do hereby revoke and ward against any and all ties and bindings to the Archonian Binary Network in all possible timelines, dimensions, expressions, parallel universes, collapsing and invading time lines, and any and all expressions harmful to my current present self.

I,__________, do hereby ward against the Archonian Binary Network's retaliation and threats by tricking its search and site into seeing and believing that I am surrounded by mirrors that reflect back at it only True Benevolent Source Light.

IT IF FOREVER SO IN ALL MOMENTS AND IN ALL SESSIONS!!!
Medical, Sickness, and Hospital Ward

For when I enter the sanctums of sick and dying, I AM, and always will be, protected from the arm and reach of the unwell.

Their need to drain me shall not succeed. I show them the bliss that is love as I heal with a touch not just of energy, but of physical as well.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Poison Air

I, __________, am hereby protected against
the poisoned energy that the current level of
Human and Alien technology emits and in turn,
I do not effect technology, knowingly or unknowingly,
with my energy field.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Neon Sign (For Fellow Channelers)

Between the hours of _____ and _____, may I not channel or be intruded upon by curious seekers/entities so that my energy reserves are not depleted.

May my energy contain a "neon sign" that hereby states my hours of operation!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Health Ward

May my health never degrade from channeling of any being of high and benevolent order and may not any of (insert bad guy(s) name(s) here) be able to harm me or any that I love.

My eyes see not of blurred vision and my legs not vibrate as if in a current of a river! May my "spirit self", “Light Body”, or “Emotional Body”, be not taken by any malicious or malevolent being while I bilocate and/or astral travel while I am awake or asleep.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The House Temple Ward

This house is a temple!
May no malevolent entities enter here
and into our/my mind, body, soul, and energy field!
May our/my True Benevolent Guides and
True Benevolent Source Creator Energy have
our/my back(s) in this matter!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Do you revoke any and all dimensional ties, past life ties, parallel universe ties, rogue expression ties, collapsing and invading timeline ties, as well as any other expression that is harmful to your current present self?
The Negative “Mandela Effect” Ward/Revocation/Audit

I hereby ward from, revoke, and audit any and all attachments and entanglements to collapsing universes, stagnant timelines, time shards, fragments, fractals, or any other time fragment or timeline that is not for my highest good.

I AM on the most optimum timeline for my highest good!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Mimicker Ward

I, as the known True Benevolent Source Creator energy spark, seek not the communion with those that mimic my life or the lives around me.

I, as the known present self, declare that all malevolent mimickers be sent into the light of Helios, put in a “Nothing Box”, or transmuted into Nature Energy and be forever unwritten as part of my daily life of working and playing!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Visualize light from within your abdomen coming out and circling the body.
I am one with all, I am creation itself.
Nothing shall enter my energy field… body, mind, spirit,
or my home or place of business,
that is not for my highest good.
I ask my guides to have my back in this matter.
It is forever so!

On the way home from work…..
Nothing is allowed to follow me home
or try to attach to my energy field.
Nothing is allowed in my home temple
that is not for my highest good.
It is forever so!
Dreamtime Revocation
(Do this one every morning when you wake up.)
I,___________________, do hereby revoke any permissions given to any malicious being or beings during my sleep and during my dreaming and daydreaming time. It is forever so!

Footsteps Blessing

I, as the source within and out, declare my footsteps and space around me blessed and sovereign. May nothing malevolent enter and only the highest good occur. So be it.
The “God” Revocation

I as the True Benevolent Source Creator in and out, declare that my idea and interpretation of what I personally know of as “God” be revoked so that I allow True Benevolent Source Creator to download the truths of the universe, multiverse, omniverse, and super omniverse into my being.

I hereby acknowledge I AM True Benevolent Source-Energy incarnate and that anything that speaks in the voice and in the name of “God” that asks for, demands, or insists upon that I must honor “life contracts”, “Karma”, “Sin”, or any other life of pain or torment be banished or revoked from my world.

I also ask that my true soul path and mission be revealed to me and that my base codes for this current, in the moment, expression be realigned to honor this current, in the moment expression.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Negative Agarthan Ward

May those that live under the Earth that do not have the highest of intentions towards myself and my loved ones, be never around me in spirit, in telepathic influence, and in physicality.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Social Media Programming and Contract Revocation

I revoke any and all ties, bindings, contracts, entanglements, agreements made, and programming incurred or absorbed from looking at anything or pushing any buttons on Facebook or any other social media, such as Youtube, Twitter, Instagram, or Redit. I revoke and release it all!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Moon Ward

May I be warded from harm from the moon’s shadow and employed agents.

May the sexual energies stolen, as well as suppressed, be not taken, used, or corrupted by anyone, malicious or not.
My sexual energies and sensations are my own and do NOT belong to any being, of ill intent or not.

May I be warded from harm from the moon’s light and employed agents.

May the signals and energies causing harm to my eyes, head, and brain, as well as my thoughts, be forever out of harmful range of myself.

May not holographic distractions be ever in my sight, sound, or sensory perception.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Illusion Bullshit Cycle Programming Revocation and Audit

May the precise wheel of illusion regarding what people know of as the “real world”, “real world knowledge”, and “real world realizations”, be hereby revoked and audited.

The true definition of this program is as follows:

1. Patterns of no money from people living their dreams and true soul missions.

2. Patterns of people thinking and feeling they need to “job hunt” and that the money will not come from their dream work or mission status.

3. The non-realization that that people can actually have a wealthy life and a life of great abundance. This programming is also hereby revoked and audited.

4. This bullshit cycle people live in, “this is how it has always been done around here” and “that’s the way it is” and “it is what it is” is hereby revoked and audited, except in the occurrence(s) that accepting and surrendering to a situation is for the highest good.

5. The thoughts people have that they must work a “real life job” and not gain abundance and wealth from their dream job and soul mission is hereby revoked and audited.

All of the aforementioned, the true status of the Illusion Bullshit Cycle Programming in its entirety, no matter if this document is amended, is hereby audited as of 00:00a.m./p.m., 00/00/00.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Negative Sacred Geometry Revocation

I hereby revoke any and all sacred geometric programming, implants, and thought forms that are negative in nature or not for my highest good within my current present moment.

May they be revoked within all timelines, dimensions, expressions, universes, quantum fetuses, clones, omniverses, and the super omniverse. And may all of these missing spaces from these vanishing expressions, be filled with light for my highest good alone.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
It has occurred to me in recent days that certain phrases that people use should be done away with. They have become detrimental to our spiritual growth. These are phrases that seem good on the surface, but had an underlining agenda to them. I will begin with a familiar one.

**Follow Your Bliss:**

This phrase, though it seems very “New Age” and VERY enlightened, is anything but. To put it in laymen’s terms, this phrase denotes future times and not living in the now. It may seem like it is telling you to focus on a goal, but it is actually saying follow your bliss and never become it.

**God’s Delay is Not his Denial:**

This phrase is also full of holes. This phrase gets people to accept a life of stagnation and never claiming their power in the present moment. Always waiting, always wishing, always hoping, and NEVER doing. The true God-Source that I know NEVER delays! True Source is ALWAYS on time. You are NEVER denied anything by a “GOD” except if that “GOD” is NOT one at all, but a ruling overlord that expects all of you, all the people of the Earth, to just take orders and accept edicts from him. Take back your power and don’t wait for permission from any “GOD” or guide. Guides guide you, they DON’T EVER ISSUE ORDERS LIKE THIS!!! Only the bad guys issue orders and commandments. People have been working off of the wrong informational template when it comes to “GOD” or Source. Let go of your idea of what you think God truly is. Let go and start over! Let go of teachings that do NOT serve you, such as those from religious family members that tried to drum their idea of God into your head. Let go and revoke the old overlord of a God and become who you truly are in the now.

I hereby revoke any and all expectations that do not serve me and my life path, but I do NOT revoke goals, lessons, and missions. Only the true soul mission may shine forth and not the expectation of nothing and no one. True expectations are goals, plans, and missions, and NOT the lack of them. I do NOT strive for nothingness and emptiness, I live for the now with goals and plans that are grounded in the now. It is forever so!

**Expectation and Entitlement:**

These are words that are misused quite a bit. People either revoke all expectations in their life and strive for nothing and emptiness, or they feel they are entitled, but only expect the guides and “GOD” to do it for them. In both cases, it is wrong. Have expectations such as goals, plans, and soul missions, but do not let your ego take over to where you feel entitled and feel you NEED TO BE WAITED ON HAND AND FOOT. Revoke expectations that do NOT serve you, but do NOT revoke them all! You need structure in your life. Ground all goals in the now and do not let them drift or be anchored to the future, never to be seen or lived.
Small Business Ward and Prayer

May all of my small business endeavors, here and now, become great and prosperous in the eyes, minds, and souls of the so-called “everyday people”.

May our sales and abundance be plentiful and bountiful, and may our small business be warded against the ill co-creations of others!

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Vortex Catalyst

(To be used for mass saging, clearings, and cleansings.)

May a vortex of energy pick up all astral spirits and ghosts within this neighborhood, community, house, or burial site.

May it grow larger and larger, forever growing and growing and growing until all of the wandering souls have been attained within it.

May spheres of light emanate from my heart, showing compassion towards these souls.

Then may that very vortex ascend forth to the realm of the transitioned souls where they can find peace once more.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!

(C) Christopher Stephen Jacobs
The Paranormal Investigator’s Prayer

I ask for the blessing of the benevolent ancients as I listen to
the songs and echoes of the dead. Only they and any of
the highest order and intent may be given
the privilege of voice and action.

May all unnatural portals, vertices,
and doorways close forever more,
but only if they beckon evil’s whims.

May all possessions go not unchallenged
if they be by not of higher vibrations.

May this prayer protect all animals and people,
including equipment, from harm and influence
from the paranormal.

May any of the demonic voice be rewritten,
woven with threads of light and ascended to
the transitioned realm where they are forever transformed.

May the souls of the seemingly dammed be shown
the way to the light so that they may be free to roam
not of the astral form and find peace once more.

May all forever be filled with love and that the necessary
shadow self within be balanced with light.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
(C) Christopher Stephen Jacobs
The Baptism Revocation
I,__________, do hereby revoke any and all contracts and agreements made on my behalf by my baptism. I also revoke the demon that was assigned to me as a result of my baptism.

The “Holy Communion” Revocation
I,__________, do hereby revoke any and all contracts and agreements made by my “Holy Communion”. I also revoke any shard or piece of the “Green One” ingested from “the Body of Christ” while undergoing my “holy communion”.

The Soul Trap Revocation
I,__________, do hereby revoke any and all contracts and agreements made binding me in my Human form, as well as after death, to any and all soul traps or false afterlife.

All three of these revocations are, at this moment of writ, forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Smart Meter Neighborhood Web Revocation

(For those people living in neighborhood clustered with Smart Meters.)

I hereby revoke any and all ties, bindings, contracts, entanglements, strings, and agreements made from and by reentering this neighborhood and from and by entering this neighborhood. I revoke and release it all.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Porn Revocation and Audit

May I never look upon the coding or codes, strings, contracts, entanglements, and programing or programs of what is known as porn and if I have, I revoke any and all tacit or perceived tacit consent given to upload codes or coding, strings, contracts, entanglements, and programing or programs not for my highest good to my brain/physical body, light body, and emotional body.

May all of the aforementioned be revoked, audited, and mirrored in all sessions, dimensions, expressions, rogue expressions, quantum fetuses, collapsing timelines, as well as invading timelines.

May this also be done within all multiversal situations, omniversal situations, and super omniversal situations.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Malicious Edifice Consciousness Banishing and Insertion Mantra

May the malicious consciousness with this picture, crystal, skull, be removed and the hematite magnets encapsulate it, banishing it to the crystal, stone, or edifice they surround.

May the incense or sage burning, protect the air and ether around this transference, making sure that the malicious entity does not escape.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!

May all that you are change with the clearing smoke and be swept away by the wind.
Alien, Military, and Cabal Abductees Proclamation of Sovereignty

I hereby Proclaim, that the genes and other genetic materials, as well as energies stolen from me by any and all farmer races, the harvesters themselves, or ANY malicious beings, be declared my sovereign territory and NOT subject to use by said races.

I hereby Proclaim, that any and all genetic material or energy, by whatever means it was stolen, be it mechanical or viral, be forever booby trapped with a dead man’s switch, making the stolen genetic material or energy incompatible for the aforementioned races, and that I also have a shroud or shield, shielding my genetics from ANY current race’s interests (including my fellow Humans), as well as ANY that would surface in the future.

I hereby revoke any and all tacit and perceived permissions given to any farmer races, the harvesters themselves, or ANY malicious beings, for any and all genetic or energy harvesting of ANY KIND.

This revocation is hereby in effect in all dimensions, expressions, past lives, collapsing, as well as invading timelines, and any other expression or reality harmful to my current present self.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Protection-Revocation and Audit for Implants and Coding:

I hereby revoke consent, and perceived or tacit consent to any implantation or implementation of any implants or codes, that are NOT for my highest good. I also hereby request an audit by the True Source-Energy/Prime Creator of the being or set of beings responsible for implementing the implanting of negative implants and malicious coding to my being.

This revocation is hereby in effect in all dimensions, expressions, past lives, collapsing, as well as invading timelines, and any other expression or reality harmful to my current present self.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
Ouija Board Revocation

I hereby revoke any and all perceived tacit consent
given by owning and/or using a Ouija board in all
dimensions, expressions, timelines, both collapsing,
as well as invading, any and all multiversal situations,
omniversal situations, as well as super omniversal situations.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions!
The Mirroring Ward

(For the times that you’re are energetically, psychically, and mentally attacked.)
(Say this while visualizing a mirror/parabolic mirror in front of the energetic, psychic, and mental attack.)

I mirror this signal/energy/thought-form back to the source
in which it is coming from in all dimensions, expressions,
timelines, both collapsing and invading timelines, in all multiversal situations,
omniversal situations, and super omniversal situations. I now ground this
information into the benevolent Earthly Akashic, as well as the benevolent
Galactic Akashic as of this moment in time. I ask that the Benevolent Earth
Mother,
as well as the Benevolent Source Creator, along with the Benevolent Verses
audit
this process as well as oversee this process.

It is forever so in all moments and in all sessions.